DRY-BLOCK® Inside
A perfect mix of integral water repellent and mortar

Mutual Materials DRY-BLOCK® Inside is a factory blend of Mutual Materials Design Mix™ Type S Professional-Grade Mortar and Grace Construction Products DRY-BLOCK® Mortar Admixture.

Protecting structures from adverse effects of water is a key performance factor in single-wythe and cavity wall construction. Water penetration into CMU and mortar can damage interior finishes, and lead to efflorescence and staining. By combining DRY-BLOCK® Mortar Admixture and Mutual Materials professional grade mortar at our factory, we’re providing you an extra level of assurance that what you’ve designed will maintain its integrity and the quality that you expect—at the point of construction.
Mortar Colors

From the lightest whites and creams, to the darkest reds and browns, the right mortar color not only enhances even the smallest project, but it gives you the options needed to set your project apart from all of the others. And, whether you're blending or using creative finishing techniques, Mutual Materials® mortar options are limited only by your imagination.